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Wildcoast

Wildrun
Stripping through pretences, one km at a time

The Wildcoast
Wildrun is not an
event wrapped in
prestige, fame or
fortune. There are no
spectators, exclusive
interviews or prizes.

Dramatic clouds gather as runners make
their way down the beach of the Wild Coast
during day one of the Wildcoast Wildrun.

Runners are rewarded with
something far more valuable.
They get to go back to the basic
joys of trail running, the reason
why so many fall in love with trails
the moment they discover them.
It is that thrill of experiencing
raw, untouched beauty and
exploring places not many others
have seen, which can only be
experienced on foot.
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This is what the 112 km,
Great Kei River Mouth
to Hole-in-the-Wall,
Wildcoast Wildrun
is all about.
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It is three days where you forget about the rest of the world,
where everything is stripped of all pretence, and you get to
realise what really matters in life. Wildrun photographer Dylan
Haskin shares his experience on the event.

"With miles and miles of untouched coastline, animal
paths, and beaches I'm sure most of us fell in love with
the Transkei. And to be able to shoot an event in that
incredible area of the world was a real privilege.”

"Shooting the Wildcoast Wildrun was truly an experience
I’ll never forget! Being my first time in the Transkei, I was
blown away by its raw, wild beauty. The scenery along the
Wild Coast is nothing short of spectacular. A photographer’s
dream! Cows walking around on the beach were something I
didn't quite get used to and even on the last day it still made
me laugh a little. Cows walking along jagged rocks with
waves crashing behind them - not something you see every
day!

The first Wildcoast Wildrun took place in 2009 and was
the first event of its kind in South Africa. In 2011, it was
expanded to consist of two events that took place on
concurrent weekends in September. Both departures are
identical, with the first departure known as the 'Journey'
and the second departure known as the 'Race'. Almost
600 runners have taken part in the event since its inception
four years ago.

"Running alongside the runners, I met many great people,
each of them running the Wildrun for their own reasons
- some to beat their previous time, some for a loved one
who was sick at home, and some who simply wanted to
find out if they can do it. Despite the different backgrounds
and reasons why they entered, they all had a few things in
common - the love of the outdoors, the love of adventure,
and the love of running.

Entries are limited to 80 runners per weekend and consists
of three days and 112 km of trail running along one of
the most rugged and beautiful coastlines in South Africa.
Starting at the Great Kei River and finishing at the
Hole-in-the-Wall, runners get to experience wilderness
running like nowhere else on earth, with golden beaches,
rolling hills, spectacular cliffs, wildlife, dolphins, warm sea,
blue sky, and friendly people.

Winner, Adrian Lazar Adler makes his way up
one of the steep, long hills on the final day.
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'Journey' Results
12-14 September

'Race' Results
19-21 September

Men

Men

Position

Race #

Name

Time (overall)

Position

Race #

Name

Time (overall)

1

47

Adrian Lazar Adler

10:58:24

1

90

Renier Barnard

11:14:46

2

77

Andy Stewart

11:11:58

2

111

Angelo Henry

12:00:20

3

13

Clinton Bosch

12:15:00

3

145

Scott Stevenson

12:07:05

LADIES

LADIES

Position

Race #

Name

Time (overall)

Position

Race #

Name

Time (overall)

1

68

Kate Rees

14:19:26

1

139

Sylvie Scherzinger

11:44:34

2

56

Corli Markgraaff

14:51:29

2

118

Carly Kent

12:13:56

3

39

Claire Gatonby

16:10:32

3

164

Christine Woods

12:48:15

So even though this year's Wildrun
events have happened, you still
have next year to look forward to
and prepare for. Registration for the 2014

runs open on 17 January 2014 at 12 p.m. It's an
experience not to be missed.
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It’s a long, tough stretch to the top.

1

2

3

ation
For more inform
and photos, visit
o.za.
www.wildrun.c
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
1. Runners at the start of the Wildcoast Wildrun at the Great Kei River Mouth. 2. Livestock is dotted all along the coastline, some of the only
company runners get to enjoy during the Wildrun. 3. More support and entertainment from the locals. 4. Valerie Sing and Staci Katsivalis are
all smiles despite the hill. 5. Louise Fitzsimons running in the beautiful Dwesa Nature Reserve on day 2. 6. Running past another shipwreck,
an all too familiar sight along the Wild Coast. 7. Louise Fitzsimons getting directions from one of the locals, a good source of information
while out on the trail. 8. The celebratory beer, what will any race be without it? •
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